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Introduction 
 

 

 Cavern of the Souls is a module for 4-8 characters, levels 9-15.  The party should 

include at least two mages, a cleric, and a paladin.  The general bent of the group should be 

lawful to neutral.  No evil characters should be allowed.  It is the conclusion in a series of 

four modules taking the characters from the Vesve Forest (VF1: Lerrek’s Towers and VF2: 

Delvenbrass) through Iuz’s territory (VF3: Journey Into Darkness) and climaxing here in the 

Howling Hills (SH1: Cavern of the Souls). 

 

Background 

 

 Currently, the Great Northern Crusade has started, and there is a lot of activity in 

and around the Vesve Forest.  All (most) of the demons that once roamed the lands of Iuz 

terrorizing the good folk in the neighboring countries have been banished by the Crook of 

Rao. 

 The characters have defeated the Lich Lerrek, obtaining the Cup and Talisman of 

Al’Akbar, where it was used in healing many forest people from a dreaded disease that had 

befallen them.  They searched the ruins of Delvenbrass where they discovered the 

Invulnerable Coat of Arnd.  They learned of the Soul Husks Caverns located somewhere in 

the Howling Hills and went off in search of it. 

 During all of this, a force of Wolf Barbarians led by Tang the Horrific has decided it’s 

time to raid the Howling Hills to retrieve their ancestral burial treasures and bodies.  Iuz’s 

attention has been turned away from the Hills due to another action taking place in the 

Shield Lands:  Critwall and Admundfort are under attack by a force of Shield Land refugees. 

Notes to the DM: 

 If the party can get inside the caverns without alerting the occupants, specifically the 

priests and mages, then Iuz won’t know of their presence until they’ve started destroying 

the Husks (unless of course they try and cast spells such as commune, augury, divination, 

et al).  If such spells are attempted, give the following chance of summoning Iuz: 

By itself   Within 1 turn of each other 

Augury: 20%  Augury/Divination: 70% 

Divination: 40%  Augury/Commune: 80% 

Commune: 50%  Commune/Divination: 99% 
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Soul Husks Caverns 
 

 

 The Soul Husks Caverns are located in the Howling Hills.  In them is the source of 

much of Iuz’s power.  Located several miles underground in a large cavern lays the six 

structures housing this power.  To get there, one must bypass the guards outside the 

caverns (which are many), escape the traps and wards inside, and defeat the guardians 

throughout the caverns.  Access via teleport, plane travel, ethereal, etc. is impossible due to 

the magical wards guarding against such ingress. 

 If the party rescued Borg the Lost, then he is with his fellow Wolf Nomads, led by 

Tang the Horrific to attack the orcs in the Howling Hills and regain the burial tombs of their 

ancestors.  If the characters are in dire need of help, then Borg arrives (after fighting his 

way down to the core) in time to help. 

 Tenser has been tracking down the whereabouts of the Caverns himself and has 

come to the location sometime after the characters.  If the DM wishes, he too can come to 

the aid of the party.  If this happens, and Iuz is weakened, then Iuz flees, not wishing to 

face the same fate that almost killed him long ago under Castle Greyhawk. 
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Entrance 
 

 The entrance to the caverns is heavily guarded.  There are many camps around the 

place.  At night, fires can be seen for miles.  Above the entrance, in a small cavern of their 

own, live 6 Hill Giants (AC: 3; HD: 12+2; hp: 74; THACO: 9; #AT: 1; D: 2-12 +7; AL: CE).  

They attack anyone who attempts to enter the cave, unless escorted by one of the Cavern’s 

inhabitants.  They are led by a 4th level fighter (AC: 5; hp: 36; THACO: 15; #AT: 1; D: 1-8 

+3 (strength); AL: NE) with Bands of Bilarro, and a potion of Hill Giant Control. 

 Scores of small tents dot the ground around the cavern entrance.  60 orcs (AC: 6; 

HD: 1; hp: 7; THACO: 19; #AT: 1; D: 1-8; AL: LE) live in these, along with 60 orog (AC: 4; 

HD: 3; hp: 18; THACO: 17; #AT: 1; D: 1-10 +1; AL: LE) and 18 ogres (AC: 5; HD: 4+1; 

hp: 27; THACO: 17; #AT: 1; D: 1-10+6; AL: CE).  These form 12 patrols of 5 each of orc 

and orog and 1 ogre.  The remaining 6 ogres make up a 13th patrol.  They work in 3 shifts 

with 4 patrols on duty at any given time.  The ogres patrol at random.  At any given time 

(10% chance), a priest of Iuz will accompany them.  Otherwise the clerics (levels 

2,3,4,4,5,6) and priests (levels 4,4,5,6,7,8) will stay within the cavern on level one before 

the deep chasm.  Stats for these are given at their locations. 
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Level One 
 

 

North of Chasm 

1. 5 Elite orcs (AC: 4; HD: 2; hp: 11; THACO: 19; #AT: 1; D: 1-8+1; AL: LE) stand on 

guard her at all times. 

2. Dining hall. 

3. 15 Elite orcs (stats as 1. above) on duty but relaxing.  It takes 1 round for them to 

respond to an alarm. 

4. Training room. 

5. 4 Elite orcs (stats above) off duty.  It will take them 3 rounds to respond to an 

alarm. 

6. Lieutenants’ room.  Two human fighters (levels 3 & 5) reside here.  

7. 5th level fighter (AC: 5; hp; 40; THACO: 16; #AT: 1; D: 1-8; AL: NE) with chain +1, 

crossbow of accuracy.  It will take him 2 rounds to respond to an alarm. 

8. 3rd level fighter (AC: 6; hp: 25; THACO: 18; #AT: 1; D: 1-8 +3; AL: CE) with 

longsword +3.  It will take him 3 rounds to respond to an alarm. 

9. Mages’ room.  This houses the three mages that are at locations 10 & 11. 

10. 6th level mage (AC: 2; hp; 15; #AT: 1; D: 1-4 + spells; AL: NE) with: robe of 

scintillating colors; wand of polymorphing; ring of spell turning; bracers AC2.  

  Spells: (DM to determine) 

 7th level mage (AC: 4; hp: 19; #AT: 1; D: 1-4 +spells; AL; CE) with: robe of stars; 

wand of frost; ring of free action; ring of prot. +6. 

  Spells: (DM to determine) 

11. 8th level mage (AC: 2; hp: 30; #AT: 1; D: 1-4 +spells; AL: CE) with: robe of the 

Archmagi; ring of the ram; bracers AC2; ring of protection +4; periapt of wound 

closure. 

  Spells: 1st- magic missile  2nd- Melf’s acid arrow 

    enlarge   ray of enfeeblement 

    charm person   Tasha’s uncontrollable hideous  
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sleep           laughter 

   3rd- blink   4th- wall of fire 

    wraithform   Evard’s black tentacles 

    lightning bolt 

 

12. Temple of Iuz.  Residing on cots here are 6 priests of Iuz and 6 clerics of Iuz.  The 

stats for the priests are below; however, the clerics are left up to the DM to create.  

Keep in mind however, that clerics are not allowed the specialty spells/powers given 

to the priests of Iuz. 

 2 Priests (AC: 5; Lvl: 4; hp: 23, 25; THACO: 18; D: 1-6 (club).   

Spells: 1st- chill touch, shillelagh, cause fear, darkness/shillelagh, darkness, 

command, detect magic; 2nd- hold person (x2), spectral hand, spiritual 

hammer/hold person (x2), enthrall, spectral hand. 

Magic items: potion of invisibility/wand of negation (10 charges). 

 

 Priest (AC: 2; Lvl: 5; hp: 32; THACO: 18; D: 1-10 (two-handed sword). 

Spells: 1st- cause fear, command, darkness, detect good, blight; 2nd- hold 

person (x2), enthrall, know alignment, spiritual hammer; 3rd- blackhand, 

vampiric touch, turnbane. 

Magic items: ring of protection +1, dust of disappearance. 

 

 Priest (AC: 1; Lvl: 6; hp: 35; THACO: 18; D: 1-6 (club). 

Spells: 1st- blight, command (x3), darkness; 2nd- aid, detect charm, hold 

person (x2), spectral hand; 3rd- animate dead, continual darkness, speak with 

dead. 

Magic items: scroll of bone chain, cloak of fear, chainmail +2. 

 

 Priest (AC: 0; Lvl: 7; hp: 41; THACO: 16; D: 3-12 (two-handed sword +1). 

Spells: 1st- blight, chill touch, darkness (x2), detect good; 2nd- aid, hold 

person (x3), spectral hand; 3rd- blackhand,  turnbane; 4th- bonechain. 

Magic items: scroll of enervation, free action, hold person; net of entrapment, 

platemail +1. 
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 Priest (AC: 0; Lvl: 8; hp: 42; THACO: 16; D: 1-6 (club). 

Spells: 1st- shillelagh, chill touch, darkness (x2), command; 2nd- spiritual 

hammer, hold person (x2), spectral hand, enthrall; 3rd- blackhand, turnbane, 

vampiric touch, animate dead; 4th- bonechain, enervation, free action. 

Magic items: cloak of protection +1, scroll of continual darkness, hold person, 

poison; necklace of missiles (9HD, 7HD, 2x 5HD). 

 

Note: priests of 3rd level and above can change self 3/day; 5th and above get 

a +2 vs. all magical attacks cast by good-aligned spell casters or creatures; 

7th and above can cast fear (as 4th level wizard spell) once/day. 

 

13. 9th level priest of Iuz (AC: -1; hp: 40; AL: CE) with clawed gauntlets, platemail +1, 

cloak of protection +1). 

 1st- chill touch   2nd-  enthrall 

  cause light wounds   spectral hand 

  detect snares and pits  chant 

  darkness    hold person 

 3rd- turnbane   4th- enervation 

  animate dead    free action 

  blackhand 

 5th- bloodgloat 

 

14. Elite guard.  There are always 5 Elite Orog (AC: 3; HD: 4; hp: 24; THACO: 17; #AT: 

1; D: 1-10 +3; AL: LE) stationed here. 

 

South of Chasm 

1. Elite Guard.  There are always 15 Elite Orog (stats as above) stationed here. 

2. 3 mages (levels 3,4,5) reside here.  It is left up to the DM to create the stats for 

these. 

3. 6th level mage (AC: 4; hp; 20) with bracers AC6, ring of invisibility, wand of fear (7 

charges). 
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4. Treasure room.  Combine all treasure types for those listed on level 1.  No magical 

items will be here however as such items are on the persons or creatures there. 

5. 2 Elite Orog (stats are as above) live here.  It will take them 10 rounds to assist 

North and 2 rounds to respond to an alarm in their sector.  

6. Store room.  This houses foodstuffs and supplies in barrels, crates, and boxes. 

7. Archery wall (slits).  On the east side of this wall are several crossbows and short 

bows, as well as 4 barrels with 100 arrows each. 

 

Traps 

 There are two types of traps here.  The traps between the secret doors are pit traps 

(see Wards, Traps, and Guardians) and the ones on the bridges cause them to 

collapse when set off by the orcs on the side labeled T. 
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Level Two 
 

North of Chasm 

1. This area is guarded by 6 trolls (AC: 4; HD: 6+6; hp: 54; THACO: 13; #AT: 3;      

D: 5-8/5-8/1-12; regenerates 3 hp/round starting on 3rd round after first blood; AL: 

CE).  One of these is located at the area marked G. 

 G. When intruders are discovered, he will run back to warn the others.  Four will 

climb under the bridge, hanging upside down.  When the intruders are all on the 

bridge, they will attempt to grab the legs of their intended victims and throw them 

off into the deep chasm below.  Due to their awkward place, they suffer a -2 to hit.  

They also have a 20% chance per round to fall off themselves.  The other two trolls 

go east and west up the tunnel.  When they hear combat, they join the fight, 

blocking anyone from exiting the bridge.  These two trolls attack with two-handed 

swords and strike with +8 damage. 

2. This area is the home of one of the trolls.  This area is filthy and disgusting, a real 

tribute to a troll.  

3. This area is where the resident wizard had prepared for his escape should that day 

ever come.  It is also where he keeps his treasure.  Located in the northwestern 

portion of this cave is a portal linked to a mirror of mental prowess that the wizard 

has in his living quarters.  He uses this portal to obtain his treasures whenever he 

needs them.  Located in the eastern part of this cavern is his treasure room.  His 

treasure is as follows: 

  2,000 gp in a locked chest 

  1,000 pp in a locked chest 

  Small pouch containing: 

   Gem (5,000gp), 10 pp, 5 gp, ring of invisibility  

mist tent    ever bountiful soup kettle 

portable canoe  dust of mind dulling 

robe of repetition  time bomb 

 When the wizard makes his escape, he will enter the portal through the mirror, grab 

the dust of mind dulling and fling it back through the portal.  He will then set the time bomb 

and grab the remaining magical items, donning the robe and fleeing through the one-way 

secret door to the south. 
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4. This is where the trolls have their fun.  Rotted flesh and body parts are laying 

everywhere, evidence of the ritual the trolls go through of dismembering each other.  

There may even be a head or two lying around. 

5.  Undead room.  This retched place houses most of the undead creatures in the 

service of the resident priest.  There are 60 skeletons and 20 zombies here.  When 

anyone enters here, at first they see what looks like a charnel house of dead bodies.  

Actually that’s true; however they are ‘living’ dead.  They will rise up and attack 

anyone who dares disturb their rest (as ordered by the priest of course). 

 60 skeletons (AC: 7; HD: 1; hp: 6; THACO: 20; #AT: 1; D: 1-8; AL: N) 

 20 zombies (AC: 8; HD: 2; hp: 13; THACO: 19; #AT: 1; D: 1-8; AL: N) 

6. Torture room.  This area is where the priest has fun torturing anyone not so 

fortunate to be outright slain when captured.  There are 10 ghouls here who feed on 

the corpses of the victims once they have been tortured to death.  Currently there 

are two captives awaiting such fate locked up in rooms a. and b. 

 10 ghouls (AC: 6; HD: 2; hp: 15; THACO: 19; #AT: 3; D: 1-3/1-3/1-6 + 

paralyzation; AL: CE). 

 5 ghasts (AC: 4; HD: 4; hp: 28; THACO: 17; #AT: 3; D: 1-4/1-4/1-8 + paralyzation; 

AL: CE). 

 a.  Wolf nomad barbarian (AC: 10; F9; hp: 8 (normally 72); AL: CN) 

 b. Wolf nomad barbarian (female-wife of man in a.)(AC: 10; F5; hp: 3 (normally 

40); AL: CN) 

 

7. Torturer’s chambers.  This is the living quarters of the torturer.  He is an 8th level 

fighter (AC: 2; hp: 64; THACO: 13; #AT: 3/2; D: 1-10 +3; AL: CE) with a two-

handed sword +3, boots of springing and striding, and a whip of energy draining 

(acts as a whip +2.  On a roll of a natural 19 or 20, it drains one level from its 

victim). 

8.  Wizard’s room.  This houses the resident wizard (AC: 5; M10; hp: 29; AL: NE) with 

an amulet of magic resistance (30% for spell levels 1-6), a claw of magic stealing, 

and a staff of power. 

 1st- hold portal    2nd- flaming sphere 

  jump      detect invisibility 

  spider climb     summon swarm 

  sleep      stinking cloud 
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 3rd- wraith form    4th- charm monster 

  lightning bolt     minor globe of invulnerability 

  hold undead 

 5th- animate dead 

  cloudkill 

 In his chambers is a mirror of mental prowess which he uses to access his treasure 

vault and as a means of escape should he ever have the need.  In such instances, he 

will open the secret door slightly, cast invisibility on the mirror, and then step 

through. 

a. – d.  ju-ju zombie (AC: 6; HD: 3+12; hp: 30; THACO: 15; #AT: 1; D: 3-12; 

AL: NE) in each of these niches.  They guard the approach to the 

wizard’s quarters. 

 

9. High Priest’s quarters.  This houses the resident High Priest (AC: 2; P12; hp: 60; AL: 

CE) with a bone wand and a Ghastrobe. 

 1st- chill touch    2nd- spectral hand 

  cause light wounds    hold person 

  spittle      chant 

  detect good     know alignment 

  darkness     find traps 

  detect magic 

 3rd- blackhand    4th- bone chain 

  vampiric touch    claw cloud 

  turnbane     cause serious wounds 

  neg. plane prot. 

  cause blindness 

 5th- life bane    6th- summon varrangoin 

  venomed claw     death touch 
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 a. There are 2 ghasts (AC: 4; HD; 4; hp: 30; THACO: 15; #AT: 3;  

D: 1-4/1-4/1-8; AL: CE) here guarding the approach to the High Priest.  

 b. There are 10 ghouls (see stats from above) in each of these rooms. 

 c. – e. There is on ghast (see stats above) in each of these rooms. 

 f. Treasure vault.  This room has the following: 

3 rings of repetition (same as the robe except they only function once 

before becoming useless) 

6 scrolls (DM to create) 

Chest with 10,000 gp (locked and trapped with powder of the black 

veil laced with poison (causes blindness and death- save for both). 

 If he has to flee the scene, he will grab the scrolls, forgetting about the rings, and 

leaving the gold for the fools who get greedy.  There is a concealed door in the floor leading 

down a flight of stairs to a landing below.  From there a narrow tunnel winds its way down 

to Level 3, location 9. 

 

South Chasm 

 This section is left to the DM to detail, although it is suggested to not have any 

humanoids or similar creatures here as it is doubtful they would have survived to begin 

with.  The only things worth noting are labeled with the letters F, C, S, I, B, G, and T.  G 

stands for Thassaloss Guardian.  T of course is trap.  The other letters stand for the type of 

golem encountered.  Other designations is WOF (wall of force), PW (prismatic wall), DMZ 

(dispel magic zone), and BlB (blade barrier).  In my campaign, I didn’t add to this, as it was 

quite enough. 
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Wards, Traps, & Guardians 
 

T- Trap.  Illusionary floors dropping 60’ into one of two things: a pool of acid causing 6-

36 points of damage the first round and 20 points every round thereafter;  a pit 

enchanted with permanent spike stones cast at the bottom. 

DMZ- Permanent dispel magic zone 

PW- Permanent prismatic wall 

BlB- Blade barrier.  This will come into being ten seconds after someone triggers it, which 

will either be by entering an area, or as soon as an accompanying WOF goes up. 

WOF- Wall of force.  This comes up whenever someone triggers it and it lasts for 6 hours. 

Flesh Golem (AC: 9; HD: 9; hp: 40; THACO: 11; #AT: 2; D: 2-16/2-16; SD: can only be 

struck with magical weapons.  Fire and cold based spells only slow them for 2-12 

rounds.  Any electrical attack restores 1 hit point for each die of damage that it 

would have normally done) 

Clay Golem (AC: 7; HD: 11; hp: 50; THACO: 9; #AT: 1; D: 3-30; SA: after 1 round of 

combat, it can haste itself for 3 rounds.  Damage done by the golem can only be 

healed by a priest of 17th level or greater; SD: can only be struck by magical blunt 

weapons such as maces and hammers.  A move earth spell will drive the golem back 

120 feet and inflict 3-36 points of damage.  A disintegrate spell slows the golem for 

1-6 rounds and causes 1-12 points of damage.  An earthquake spell cast directly at a 

clay golem will stop it from moving that turn and inflict 5-50 points of damage. 

Stone Golem (AC: 5; HD: 14; hp: 60; THACO: 7; #AT: 1; D: 3-24; SA: can cast slow spell 

upon any opponent within 10’ of it once every other round; SD: can only be struck 

by magical weapons of +2 or better enchantment.  A rock to mud spell slows the 

golem for 2-12 rounds.  A stone to flesh spell does not actually change the golem’s 

structure, but does make it vulnerable to any normal attack for the following round. 

Iron Golem (AC: 3; HD: 18; hp: 80; THACO: 3; #AT: 1; D: 4-40; SA: once every 7 rounds, 

beginning either the first round or second round, it breathes out a cloud of poisonous 

gas; SD: can only be struck by weapons of +3 enchantment or better.  Electricity 

attacks will slow the golem for 3 rounds, and magical fire attacks actually repair 1 hp 

for each die of damage it normally would have done. 

Bone Golem (AC: 0; HD: 14; hp: 70; THACO: 7; #AT: 1; D: 3-24; SA: once every three 

rounds it may throw back its head and issue forth a hideous laugh that causes all 

those who hear it to make fear and horror checks.  Those who fail either check are 

paralyzed and cannot move for 2-12 rounds.  Those who fail both checks are 

instantly stricken dead with fear; SD: take only half damage from edged or piercing 

weapons.  Immune to all spells except shatter.  The golem is entitled to a saving 
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throw vs. spells and if it fails, then weapons now do twice the damage they did 

before. 

Greater Thassaloss (AC: 0; HD: 10 +20; hp: 85; THACO: 9; #AT: 4; D: 1-8 +4 (x4); SA: 

gaze attack at a range of 80’ causes feeblemind for 2d10 turns; SD: 25% MR, 

immune to all illusions and mind-affecting spells (charm, hypnotism, magic jar, etc.), 

hold, sleep, and gaseous attacks; cannot be poisoned or paralyzed; suffers half or 

quarter damage from cold-based attacks, and only half normal damage from edged 

weapons (except hewing weapons such as axes); AL: NE) 

 

Wandering Monsters 

Necrophidius (AC: 2; HD: 2; hp: 16; THACO: 19; #AT: 1; D: 1-8; SA: surprise +2; dance 

of death is a hypnotic swaying backed by magic which causes the viewer to save vs. 

spells or be immobilized as per the hypnotism spell.  A bitten victim must save vs. 

spell or be paralyzed and unconscious for 1d4 turns.  This can only be cancelled by 

dispel magic.  SD: immune to poison and cannot be turned, as it is not undead) 
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Level Three 
 

 

1. Bridge.  Right before the bridge there is a DMZ in an 80’ square.  Spanning the 

bridge in the center, there stands a permanent Prismatic Wall.  Just on the other side 

of the huge double doors (that require a combined strength of 100 to open) is a 

Tarrasque.  When the characters finally manage to get through the doors, an 

invisible wall of force springs up behind them and a blade barrier comes into being in 

the center of the 80’ square directly in front of them.  Those caught in the area of 

effect of this spell (cast by the 12th level High Priest) suffer due damage.  Since they 

cannot retreat, they must now face the Tarrasque in a much weakened state.  

  Tarrasque (AC: -3; HD: 70; hp: 300; MV: 9; rush: 15; THACO: -5; #AT: 6; 

D: 1-12/1-12/2-24/5-50/1-10/1-10; SA: sharpness bite, terror; SZ: G (50’ long); 

ML: champion (15); XP: 107,000. 

 

 AC: -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 

 THACO: 5 4 3 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 

Translation:   [can only miss with a natural 1 vs. AC -7 to +10  ] 

 

2. Core.  In this huge cavern lies the very essence of Iuz’s power.  In it are six 

structures that resemble 10’ tall chrysalises each containing a shriveled remnant of a 

humanoid form.  These forms are the mortal remains of a powerful wizard or extra-

planar creature which had its being extracted by Iuz through some horrific and 

arcane magical ritual.  The energies gained by Iuz in those monstrous rituals are part 

of his being right now.  Each structure is protected by a prismatic column. 

  The nature of the energies being expended here creates an effect of power 

that radiates between the 6 structures in a pentagram pattern.  Because of this, 

each of the outer structures has a 10% MR against spells when attempting to bring 

down each of the layers of the prismatic column.  The center structure has a base 

60% MR, reduced by 10% for each of the outer prismatic columns that have been 

negated.  Also, when the center prismatic column is brought down, there is a base 

10% chance, increased by 10% for every outer prismatic column still active, of there 

being a power surge.  This surge extends in a 360 degree radius and takes on two 

forms: 1) the range is 10’ + 10’/column still active so that is the center column is the 

first to come down, then the blast has a range of 60’;  2) the damage is 10 + 

10/column, so in the above example, the damage would be 60hp.  To reduce the 

damage sustained, 5 saving throws (regardless of the number of columns active) vs. 
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death magic must be made, each successful save reducing the damage taken by 

10% for a possible total of 50%.  This blast is a combined force of air, earth, water, 

fire, and ice.  If a character has any type of protections against these types of 

damage, then add to their save roll 1 for each type of protection (i.e. If a character 

has a ring of fire resistance and a cloak of fire protection, then add 2 to their die roll 

when saving against the fire portion). 

 

  Each of the structures can only be broken by a weapon of +5 enchantments, 

and only after the prismatic column has been taken down.  Once broken, then the 

remains have to be dealt with in order for Iuz to lose any powers.  However, once 

one of the structures is broken, Iuz will immediately know that something is amiss 

and will certainly come to see what or who is behind the disturbance. 

 

  Located directly under the center chrysalis in a secret compartment is the 

Codex of the Infinite Planes.  Zagyg had used this evil tome to imprison the Nine.  

Iuz discovered this, and upon his release he sought out the tome, eventually finding 

it in the City of Brass.  He then used its powers to capture and trap the 6 beings here 

in the caverns, elevating him to Demi-god status.  The PC’s should not interact with 

this artifact under any circumstances.  At most, they may only get a glimpse of it 

during the chaos of the destruction of the chrysalises and the ensuing battle with 

Iuz.  For this reason, the powers of the Codex are not described in this book.  As for 

the physical description, I prefer the one by Denis Tetreault in his online article.  It 

provides more detail than the description in the Book of Artifacts. 

 

  At the base of the structures are 6 binders (the center one being the ‘chief 

binder’)*  Iuz, while searching for the Codex, found an ancient Suel tome describing 

the 9 binders that were lost.  Iuz found the chief binder and one of the lesser binders 

near the Rift Canyon.  After a while, he located two in the Dry Steppes and two in 

the Sea of Dust.  These he used to bind the creatures necessary for his ascension.  

The other three binders still remain lost. 

  The beings in the structures, the method and the side effects of destroying 

them, and which powers Iuz will lose are listed below: 
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Structure Being Trapped Method of Destroying Side Effects    

      A  Lawful Good 25th Cast a raise dead spell 10% chance of caster to 

  level Archlich  on the remains.  become a lich. 

 

      B  Solar   Strike the remains with 10% chance the caster is 

     a holy avenger sword. granted one wish, which 

         must be used immediately 

         or lost. 

 

      C  Al’Akbar  Holy water from the   The priest will form and heal 

     Cup of Al’Akbar poured all party members.  Then he  

     over the remains and the and the Cup and Talisman 

     Cup and Talisman used will disappear. 

     to resurrect the remains. 

 

      D  Genie King-  Cast a dispel evil spell 10% chance that the caster 

  Ancient Suel  at the remains.  is sent to one of the 

  (Kossuth)      elemental planes. 

 

      E  Orcus    Cast a holy word at the  10% chance that the caster 

     remains.   is sent to one of the Outer 

         Planes. 

 

      F  Movanic Deva  Cast a dispel magic spell !0% chance of anyone 

     at the remains.  (roll for each) within 30’r 

         to be polymorphed into a 

         random animal. 
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Structures  Powers Lost   Damage  X.P.    

 A  slay living   Iuz takes 25 hp.* 35,000 

 B  unholy word   Iuz takes 20 hp.* 32,000 

 C  harm    Iuz takes 25 hp.* 14,000 

 D  limited wish   Iuz takes 40 hp.* 40,000 

 E  gate    Iuz takes 25 hp.* 63,900 

 F  anti-magic shell  Iuz takes 20 hp.* 14,000   

        155 hp. 198,900 

  * No save 

  As noted above, Iuz will know immediately when one of the structures is 

broken and will come to see who or what the disturbance is.  When the magic was 

put on this place protecting it from anyone trying to enter via teleport, ethereal, 

astral, etc. one stipulation was made: that anyone within the core can leave and 

return in the same manner.  When he comes to investigate, he will do so in the 

ethereal state.  He will not hesitate to wipe out the party as ruthlessly as possible.  If 

needed, he will use his summon followers ability to summon High Priestess Halga, 

Archmage Null, and others of the Boneheart Squad (one nalfeshnee, two glabrezu, 

and one 9th level priest) who will also arrive ethereal. 

 

3. Norker lair.  This huge cavern area is the home to 165 norkers.  There are 30 

warriors (AC: 3; HD: 1 +2; hp: 7; THACO: 19; #AT: 2; D: 1-6 (weapon), 1-3 (bite); 

AL: CE) armed with clubs.  In addition to the warriors, there are 45 females and 90 

young.  Their territory consists of the area southeast up to the ‘five forks’ area.  This 

is neutral territory between them and the hobgoblins in area 5.  They are unaware of 

the secret doors in their territory except the two that enter the core.  In the latter 

case, they lack the intelligence (and the nerve) to open them.  They built the pit 

traps leading to these.  A guard is always stationed at the solo pit traps east and 

north of their lair, as well as the pit trap at five forks.  Located in a small niche in the 

main cavern is the clan’s treasure: 6000 sp.  The clan’s chief has the only magical 

items the clan possesses: wand of enemy detection and a ring of regeneration. 

 Norker leader (same stats as rest but with 10hp). 

 

4. Mite lair.  There are 37 mites living here.  16 are warriors (AC: 8; HD: 1-1; hp: 4; 

THACO : 20; #AT: 1; D: 1-3; AL: LE) armed with clubs.  There are also 13 women 

(AC: 8; HD: 1 -2; hp; 2; D: 1-2) and 8 young.  They have a ‘king’ (AC: 8; HD: 1 +1; 

hp: 6; D: 1-4) with a net of entrapment.  His ‘throne’ is in the north end of the 
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cavern.  Their tunnel system links areas 2, 3, and 5 together.  They too will not 

attempt to enter the doors to the core and have also built pit traps outside one of 

them.  Unlike the norkers, they do not post a guard here, but they do post guards at 

the other pit traps.  The treasure is 100 gems of various kinds worth no more than 

100 gp each. 

 

5. Hobgoblin lair.  There are 360 hobgoblins present.  80 are warriors (AC: 5; HD: 1 

+1; hp: 8; THACO: 19; #AT: 1; D: 1-8; AL: LE) armed with swords.  There are also 

40 women and 240 young.  They are led by 4 sergeants and 8 assistants (same stats 

as above except they each have 9 hp) and a sub-chief (AC: 3; hp: 16).  Their 

treasure is 3000 gp, a ring of blinking (which the sub-chief wears). 

 5a. Escape boat.  This boat is how the sub-chief makes his escape should the need 

ever arise.  No one else knows of the secret door leading to this tunnel going here. 

 

6. Guardian.  There are two hell-hounds chained here (AC: 4; HD: 5; hp: 34; THACO: 

15; #AT: 1; D: 1-10; SA: breathe fire; SD: immune to fire, surprised only on 1 or 2 

on 1d10, and can see hidden and invisible creatures 50% of the time; AL: LE).  Their 

chains are long enough to where they can leave their cave and come into the tunnel.  

They were captured and chained here by the priest to guard against the secret door 

leading to the docks. 

 

7. (a-c) Guards.  There is a ju-ju zombie guard at each of these locations (see stats 

above-level 2, room 8).  Only the priest (and anyone with him) is allowed to pass 

unharmed. 

 

8. Escape boats.  This area is where the inhabitants of level 2 can make their escape, 

provided they are either accompanied by the priest or they can overcome the ju-ju 

zombie guards. 

 

9. This leads to area 9 on level 2. 

 

* The concept of the binders first appeared in Oerth Journal 1, and later revised by Lenard 

W. Lakofka and Steve B. Wilson in Oerth Journal 11.  See “Iuz and the Binders’ at 

the end of this adventure. 

Credit: the maps for this adventure were taken from the Dragon Mountain boxed set. 
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Old One and Friends 
 

 

Iuz the Old 

AC: -4 (-8 with cape) 

hp: 165 

MR: 45% (65% with cape) 

#AT: 1 or 2 

D: by weapon or 2-5/2-5 (+9 strength) 

SA:  if he hits with both hand attacks, then he strangles and the victim dies in 2-5 rounds 

unless freed.  In the form of an old man, he can create a spittle once/round which 

will age those struck by 1-6 years (no save) and withers the area hit, numbing it and 

making it useless for 2-5 rounds.  

 

Standard Divine Abilities (at will): 

 astral travel  command  continual light  continual darkness  

cause blindness cause disease  cause insanity  cause fear 

cause deafness feeblemind  bestow curse  cause paralysis 

detect balance detect good/evil detect invisibility detect lie 

detect life  detect poison  know alignment detect charm 

detect illusion  detect magic  detect traps  ethereal travel 

enlarge (300%) geas   levitate  polymorph self 

prot. from cantrips prot. from good sending  teleport w/o error 

tongues  vocalize  comprehend languages 
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Standard Demi-god Powers: 

 (at will)   (2 times/day)  (4 times/day) 

 alter self   anti-magic shell  cause light wounds 

 invisibility   slay living   dispel illusion 

 phantasmal force  gate    dispel good 

     true seeing   dispel magic 

     harm 

     unholy word 

     limited wish 

     symbol 

     finger of death 

     summon followers: 

(1-3* creatures of the same type and alignment, up to 20 HD total) 

* for this adventure, it’s a 3 in each of the two summonses (3 humans, and 3 

demons) 

 

Clerical spells (16th level) 

1st- chill touch  2nd- spectral hand  3rd- animate dead 

 cause fear   hold person (x3)  blackhand 

 command   enthrall   miscast magic 

 cause light wounds (x2) speak w/animals  random casualty 

 curse    find traps   turnbane 

 invisibility to undead      vampiric touch 

         locate object 
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4th- bone chain  5th- venomed claws 6th- death touch (x2) 

 claw cloud   bloodgloat   word of recall 

 cause serious wounds lifebane (x3)   animal summoning III 

 enervation (x2)  screaming skull   

 poison    flame strike 

 free action 

 

7th- breath of death 

 

In his demonic form, Iuz wields a two-handed sword +3 

 

High Priestess Halga 

18th level priestess of Iuz 

AC:  -7 

hp:  67 

AL:  CE 

THACO: 10 

SA:  change self, fear, enervation (all once/day) 

SD:  +2 bonus to saves vs. good aligned spell casters 

Armor:  platemail +5 of etherealness 

Weapons: blackstaff +3 

Magic Items: bonewand, ebon skull, ring of regeneration, ring of shooting stars, Ghastrobe, 

ioun stone (sustains without air), scarab of protection, brooch of shielding (71 

hp capacity), horn of evil, necklace of missiles (11 HD, 9HD (x2), 7 HD), 

boots of speed. 

X.P. 19,000 

Spells: 10- 1st, 10-2nd, 9-3rd, 9-4th, 6-5th, 4-6th  

1st- chill touch, command (x2), cause light wounds (x2), detect good, detect 

magic, invisibility to undead, darkness (x2) 
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2nd- aid, augury, chant, detect charm, enthrall, find traps, hold person, know 

alignment, spectral hand, spiritual hammer 

3rd- turnbane, vampiric touch, cause disease, blackhand, cause deafness, cause 

blindness, animate dead, continual darkness, speak with dead 

4th- enervation, bonechain, clawcloud, cause serious wounds, poison, animal 

summoning I, free action, abjure, tongues 

5th- bloodgloat, venomed claws, dispel good, lifebane, slay living, flame strike 

6th- summon varrangoin, word of recall, chain madness, vampiric mist 

 

Archmage Null 

18th level mage 

AC:  -6 

hp:  36 

AL:  CE (NE) 

THACO:  15 

D:  1d4 +5 (dagger +5, does double damage on a 19, triple damage on a 

natural 20) 

SA:   detect invisibility at will 

SD:   gets saving throw against spells which don’t allow one (4 times); 

contingency spell- if slain, held, feebleminded, or otherwise  

incapacitated his body will be teleported back to his chambers. 

Armor:   cloak of protection +2, ring of protection +4, bracers of defense AC2 

Magic Items:  bonewand, wand of frost, ring of spell turning, brooch of shielding 

(permanent shield effect- which also generates mirror image 3/day), 

amulet of protection from fiends-10’r (can cast banishment and 

symbol of pain on fiends only 2/day each), talisman of stoneskin 

(3/day). 

Spells:   5-1st, 5-2nd, 5-3rd, 5-4th, 5-5th, 3-6th, 3-7th, 2-8th, 1-9th  
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1st- magic missile (x2), gaze reflection, protection from good, jump 

2nd- blur, detect invisibility, invisibility, Tasha’s uncontrollable hideous laughter, web 

3rd- blink, dispel magic, hold person, fireball, lightning bolt 

4th- Evard’s black tentacles, Otiluke’s resilient sphere, stoneskin, hallucinatory terrain, ice 

storm 

5th- feeblemind, dismissal, cone of cold, animate dead, wall of force 

6th- disintegrate, geas, globe of invulnerability 

7th- acid storm, teleport without error, banishment 

8th- monster summoning VI, prismatic wall 

9th- gate 

 

Boneheart Squad 

Nalfeshnee demon (AC: -8; HD: 11; hp: 88; THACO: 9; #AT: 3; D: 1d4/1d4/2d4; MR: 

70%; XP: 17,000) 

2 Glabrezu demons (AC: -7; HD: 10; hp: 80; THACO: 11; #AT: 5; D: 

2d6/2d6/1d3/1d3/1d4+1; MR: 50%; XP: 12,000) 

Priest of Iuz (AC: 0; P9; hp; 58; THACO: 16; #AT: 1 at +1; D: 6-15 (two-handed sword 

+2)/7-12 (staff with oil of impact (+3 to hit)); XP: 7,000) 

Spells:  bless, cause fear, command (x2), darkness (x2), aid, detect charm, 

hold person (x2), know alignment, spiritual hammer, blackhand, 

continual darkness, prayer, turnbane, enervation, free action, 

screaming skull 

Magic Items: Scroll- bloodgloat, hold person, cloak of bravery; Necklace of missiles 

(2 x 7HD left); Wand of enemy detection (19 charges); Iron bands of 

Bilarro; platemail +2 
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Artifacts and Magical Items 
 

 

Cup and Talisman of Al’Akbar 

(Book of Artifacts, pg. 31) 

 The Cup and Talisman of Al’Akbar are major holy relics of Pelor.  Anyone of good 

alignment who touches the Cup receives the benefits of a bless spell.  This lasts for 24 

hours.  If the Cup is filled with holy water and drunk, it acts as a cure critical wounds or 

neutralize poison spell.  This ability is usable once/day.  The contents can also be divided 

into three portions that act as a cure light wounds spell, although these fade in 12 hours if 

not consumed.  Anyone of good alignment touching the Talisman receives the benefit of a 

remove curse spell.  Once per day the Talisman can cast a cure disease or cure blindness 

spell.  Once per week, the Cup and Talisman can be used to create any of the following 

potions: healing (5 batches), sweet water (3 batches), extra-healing (2 batches) elixir of 

health (1 batch), or vitality (1 batch).  Furthermore, the items gain the power of a 

resurrection spell (1/day), effective only on good or neutral creatures.  These items can only 

be used by good humans and half-elves.  When the powers of the Cup and Talisman are 

invoked, the owner ages 1d10 years.  This aging is irreversible!  Upon attaining maximum 

age, the owner/user is transformed into a zombie guardian of the artifacts.  

 The Cup of Al’Akbar is a large chalice, big enough that, were it filled, it would take 

two hands to lift.  The vessel is made of hammered gold and chased with silver filigree.  

Twelve great gems (each worth 5,000 gp) are set in mounts of electrum to form a band 

around the rim.  Although it does not radiate magic, the cup is always bathed in a golden 

aura. 

 The Talisman of Al’Akbar is an eight-pointed star of hammered platinum.  It is small, 

no bigger than a large pendant, and comes with a chain of gold and pearls so it can be worn 

as a necklace.  Each point of the star is tipped with a diamond that sparkles in the slightest 

light.  From the points to the center run elaborate patterns of golden inlay.  It does not 

radiate magic. 

 

Invulnerable Coat of Arnd 

(Book of Artifacts, pg. 43) 

 Impervious to any physical attacks on rolls of less than a natural 20 and gains a +5 

bonus to all saving throws.  Protects as a ring of fire resistance and is immune to acid, cold, 

and electrical attacks.  The wearer gains 3 experience levels for 4 days (1/month). 
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Iuz and the Binders 
 

 

 In Oerth Journal 1, the binders first appeared.  The author stated that the ‘Genie 

King” was imprisoned along with his 8 ‘princes.’  There was no mention of who this king was 

or what type of genie.  When Oerth Journal 11 came out, the Genie King was changed to an 

‘Elemental King’ and his 8 elemental princes.  The King was finally named (Etheresra), and 

the princes were identified as the archomentals: Yan-C-Bin (air), Imix (fire), Ogremoch 

(earth), Olhydra (water), and Cryonax (ice).  Three more names were mentioned for 

magma, smoke, and ooze, but these conflict with the ones given in the Manual of the Planes 

by Jeff Grubb.  Also in the Manual of the Planes, it gives the name Kossuth as “the tyrant-

king of all elementals.”  Kossuth is from the elemental plane of fire. 

 Having said all of that, my treatment of these matters is the following:  Kossuth is 

the evil elemental king imprisoned in the Great Binder.  His 8 princes that were also 

imprisoned are the five mentioned above + Ehkahk (smoke), Chlimbia (magma), and 

Bwimb (ooze).  In the article in Oerth Journal 11, four binders ended up in the Dry Steppes 

and the Sea of Dust.  These contained Yan-C-Bin, Imix, Ogremoch, and Olhydra.  Iuz found 

these along with Bwimb and the king Kossuth.  He struck a bargain with the primary fur 

that he would release them from their bindings for the services of the four elements for a 

time.  These services he used in setting up the Temple of Elemental Evil.  He also struck a 

pact with Bwimb, but to what ends is unknown (perhaps Zuggtmoy knows).  Kossuth he 

kept binded.  He used the now 5 empty binders to capture the other creatures and along 

with Kossuth used the Codex to gain the powers to elevate him to Demi-god status. 
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Maps 
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